BRAIDING AND TWISTING

90 minutes

Note: There must be 3 competitors to hold this competition.

1. Each competitor may enter one live model only (age 16 or older). A school may enter more than one competitor.
2. Competitor(s) will report to competition arena 30 minutes prior to competition. Models must be shampooed, dry, and ready to be braided/twisted (No pre-braiding or locks allowed). Extensions may be used, but must be clean and dry.
3. No electricity will be provided.
4. The goal of the Braiding and Twisting competition is to create the competitors interpretation of a fashion forward look as reflected in current fashion trends and is appropriate for the model’s age. THIS IS NOT A FANTASY STYLE!
5. Competitor may instruct model to turn or move head in position needed, all other talking is prohibited.
6. Models may not assist the competitor in any manner.
7. Judging will be based on finished appearance, artistry, technique, balance, design-line, securing techniques, and workmanship.
8. There will be 3 places awarded, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
9. See all General Rules.
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